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you might consider adding short slice of life type videos
between your main videos this helps your audience know
and understand you better alternatively you might make
vlogs alongside your more niche specific ones whether it
s for brand sponsored content or affiliate content it s
important that your content comes across as authentic
tiktok audiences can smell inauthenticity from a mile away
so make sure you re only promoting brands that you truly
love even if you haven t heard of or tried out the brand
before try to take some time to study them before you
decide to work with them the other primary use for tiktok
coins is in post promotions if you want to boost a specific
video and get it in front of many people you can use the
tiktok promote feature this feature costs different amounts
based on the time you want the promotion to run and your
target number of views tiktok coins are a regular
employment currency that must be purchased with real
money in order to be used with coins you may purchase
emojis and diamonds to give to someone as a token of
appreciation for their effort or to express your gratitude
we ve seen this type of behavior previously such as
dumping on twitch if you like what you ve seen consider
leaving a tip to express your thanks for a little moment
you are pleased with your appearance because the
station has changed in a manner tiktok facilitates the
process of monetization by allowing you to have fun to a
certain extent currency values fluctuate and are
influenced by the exchange classes in which they are
traded at the time of writing 100 coins cost 0 99 and you
have the option of purchasing them in varying ratios
ranging from 100 coins to 10 000 coins in a single
transaction
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